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NOTICE OF CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 
·Jeff Woolsey installed an enhancement to execute-only file security by 
changing EXU so that REPRIEVE, EREXIT and DISTC are cleared prior to 
every execute-only file load. This change was installed because some 
nefarious users were caught setting REPRIEVE, gaining control over an 
execute-only program and then dumping memory. 
Dan Germann (!) corrected an odd error in PFM in which only the bottom 
two bits of the error code in FET+O are cleared after a successful PFM 
operation. At least one error code, ERROR IDLE (14B), remains unchanged 
after a successful PFM request. Evidently this problem only affects 
programs which perform their own error processing. 
Paul Thompson installed a PSR against lAJ which corrects an error exit 
address check which previously did not allow an error exit address within 
22B words of FL. 
Marshall Midden changed liO processing of PLOT files to guarantee that 
only PLOT files can be sent to the Varian plotter. Marshall also changed 
the disposition code HR to XE in preparation for Xerox 9700 support. 
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DISCUSSION TOPICS 
SUBMIT and Jobs for Other Machines - by M. Frisch 
The recent discussions on the Cray Station have made me think more about 
how jobs to other machines on the UCC network should be handled and how 
SUBM!T could be modified to do the handling. The following proposals 
are intended to make SUBMIT the single control statement to send jobs 
to other machines. The jobs should be complete and ready to run on the 
other machine; however we may have to internally change them to put needed 
information such as job origin inside submitted Cray jobs. 
I also want to make SUBMIT more consistent so that SUBMIT from within 
a punched card job will process output the same way as is done for an 
ordinary punched card job. Also, SUBMIT output from time-sharing origin 
should be handled the same way as it is for the Cray. 
I propose we change the system so that only SUBMIT can be used to send 
jobs to non-CDC machines. Thus, MICR would no longer be allowed on the 
job card. (M172 or Ml74 would still be allowed.) 
I propose that SUBMIT(INPUT ••• ) not rewind the INPUT file and be made to 
submit the remainder ·of the file after the first record (control card 
record) of the job. Alternatively, it could submit just the first file 
after that record in a multi-file INPUT file. I further propose that when 
a SUBMIT is issued from within a punched card batch job, the output from 
the submitted job (resulting from OUTPUT, PUNCH or PLOTS files) will 
be returned to the site of origin of the job just as it is now when 
a job runs completely from punched card input. When this is done, the 
way to run a Cray job from cards would be: 
Job card 
USER card 
SUBMIT,INPUT,MI~CR. 
(7-8-9) record separator 
(Complete Cray job) 
(6-7-8-9) end of Job separator 
I propose that if we have to, we would make SUBMIT change the user's 
Cray JOB and ACCOUNT statement as needed to get our required job origin 
information into the job. Hopefully, this need will go away when the 
Cray station software is improved. 
I propose that if the file OUTPUT is not explicitly ROUTE'd from within 
SUBMIT jobs to the Cybers, this file will be RETAIN'd on a file of the 
job's name, just as we now do for the Cray. 
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Machine Retrievable Lists of Tapes and Manuals - by M. Riviere 
I set up on UN=LIBRARY, PN=UCC, a file named TAPES that contains all the 
CDC release tapes from PSR 485 to 531. I made this list suitable for XEDIT 
scanning by either product name, PSR level or CDC tape VSN. Any one validated 
to access the System libraries can assess this file. 
Now I am planning to make a machine retrievable list of the manuals 
in the Lauderdale library. The list can be either a text file oriented 
for XEDIT scan, a S2000 data base or part of the UCC Library Data Base. 
For a data base choice, I have a definition that is a sub-set of the 
UCC Library Data Base definition. The definition is on file DEF, UN=YZE6081, 
PN=SPL. 
I would like to have your views on the choice of data base versus text 
file; which one will be more convenient for you to reference. 
Also, in case we select the data base format, I would like to have your 
opinion about the definition being sufficient and if the information 
should be included on the UCC Library Data Base or in a new separate 
data base. 
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE: People and Procedures 
Last Week's Systems Group Meeting- by T. W. Lanzatella 
Brad Blasing's proposal to change the Cyber loader to leave CCDR alone 
after being called internally was rejected. The reason was that the change 
benefited only one package, ASMll, and might have adversly affected 
many compilers (see DSN 7,9 P. 57). 
The Xerox 9700 proposal was finally accepted in total after a grueiing 
discussion (see DSN 7,9 P. 57). Chief point of conflict was whether we 
should stick with the stock IC options or go with new options which are 
more meaningful (ala COPYCH). A point which the proposal left undefined 
was how to treat a file when IC=ASCII and EC=A6. We recommended that 
rather than treating this as an error, ROUTE should perform a lower case 
to upper case translation as does COPYCH. 
The Cray Station proposal was accepted in all respects except one (see 
DSN 7,9 P. 58). The EXPORT command will process everything following the 
next record mark (7-8-9) on input rather than everyting following the 
EXPORT command. We also stipulated that the EXPORT command will be validated 
based on the CNTX (batch usage) and CTLX (intermachine permission) access 
word bits. 
We again took up the discussion topic presented in DSN 7,8 P. 53 in order 
to decide whether to install the ARCHIVE enhancements suggested. In the 
last Systems Group meeting we concluded only that such changes were possible. 
After polling all of the eligible installers, nobody seemed to have time 
to do the work or felt strongly enough about the feature to commit to some 
far distant future installation. 
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Larry finished off the meeting with some news about our budget for the next 
fiscal year and he also announced that the additional memory for the Cyber 
730 has been postponed until July. Additionally, Larry announced that 
we are dropping the CDC products Query Update and DMS 170 and picking 
up Cyber Interactive Debug. 
////////// 
Callprg and Library Tape News - by M. Riviere 
On June 2, S. Reisman and A. Arndt will introduce new versions of SORTMRG, 
CRM, FORM, COBOL and COBOL5 as future Callprg products. These packages, 
updated to the PSR level 531, will be included on the C74 and Cl72 Callprg 
index. 
The next set of Callprg and Library tape changes will take place on June 14. 
By that time, the M77 compiler and its associated library, M77LIB, will 
be replaced by the versions that are now accessed through the FETCH,M77 
statement. 
Also on June 14, the local common decks section of the system library 
SYSLIB will be transferred to a new FETCH type Callprg library, RELLIB. 
The deadline for modifications taking place on June 14th, is the 4th of 
June, at noon. All the modifications to be scheduled for the end of 
Spring Quarter should be requested at. that time. 
////////1/ 
MERITSS (currently Cyber 720) Deadstart Dump Analysis from 5/8 to 5/24 
- B. E. Blasing 
There were no unscheduled deadstarts for the period. 
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